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ABSTRACT
Composite development indicators used in policy making often subjectively aggregate
a restricted set of indicators. We show, using dimensionality reduction techniques,
including Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and for the first time information filtering
and hierarchical clustering, that these composite indicators miss key information on the
relationship between different indicators. In particular, the grouping of indicators via
topics is not reflected in the data at a global and local level. We overcome these issues
by using the clustering of indicators to build a new set of cluster driven composite
development indicators that are objective, data driven, comparable between countries,
and retain interpretabilty. We discuss their consequences on informing policy makers
about country development, comparing them with the top PageRank indicators as
a benchmark. Finally, we demonstrate that our new set of composite development
indicators outperforms the benchmark on a dataset reconstruction task.
1 Introduction
Economic indicators are vital in understanding and tracking the macroeconomic state and development of a country1, informing
government policy makers about the health of the economy and also for citizens to evaluate and assess any improvement in
their life2. However, with the ever expanding number of different indicators and digital records of this data, it becomes difficult
to interpret the high dimensional data as a whole, spot overall trends and see how different indicators are related to each other.
Often qualitative or obscure factors are used to explain development such as the need to have a good education and healthy
citizens.
Additionally, it is not agreed what factors affect development3–11, and so arbitrarily chosen indicators are often used,
ignoring specific information by excluding other indicators. In some cases, a more educated assumption is made by taking
only indicators of relevance e.g. those relating to infrastructure. Even in these cases, different classes of indicators are treated
separately to each other. Links with other classes of indicators e.g. poverty and infrastructure12 are disregarded.
This is especially relevant when one combines them in some way into composite indicators13, which aim to describe several
development indicators with just one composite version. These can range from more general indicators such as the Human
Development Index (HDI)14, which is used to measure the progress in life expectancy, education and Gross National Income
per capita (GNI)15, to more specific indicators such as the Global Connectivity Index (GCI)16. Composite indicators are also
often used to summarise the state of a country relating to the specific objective of combining the chosen set of indicators e.g.
GCI is used to track the extent of digital infrastructure of a country, whilst HDI is used to track overall human development. In
literature they have been used, for example, to relate cancer rates to development17 or to produce a global rank of a country’s
competitiveness.
Whilst aggregating indicators into composite ones seems to be a good solution to the problem of summarising information
from many different indicators, we propose that the high number of possible ways to combine them calls for the developement
of guiding principles on how this should be achieved. Moreover, some indicators are calculated differently for different
regions18, making comparisons based on them much more difficult. By knowing how indicators are inter-related to each other,
we will be able to understand in a data-driven, objective way which indicators are most important in characterising a country
and how they should be combined to produce economically meaningful composite indicators.
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Dimensionality reduction can help here by providing a smaller but faithful version of the relationship between the vast
number of available development indicators19. This paper proposes to study these relationships in an unbiased way, using these
relationships as a basis to propose a new set of composite development indicators. Differently to previous work, we make
no subjective restriction on the type of indicators we study, drawing from a large range of scope of indicators to study the
relationship between the indicators emerging from the data itself. We test whether we can indeed separate the indicators into
different pre defined groups based on the different factors proposed that affect development using PCA (Principal Component
Analysis) and Random Matrix Theory (RMT)20. We find that the broad topic category they are assigned, e.g. health vs economic
vs infrastructure, is not necessarily the best way to aggregate them. We also employ hierarchical clustering algorithms for the
first time to analyse the structure of indicators rather than countries, finding that the indicator clusters are a mixture of topics
but still retain an economic interpretation. We use these results to overcome traditional problems faced in making composite
indicators such as how/what indicators to aggregate to derive a new set of objective, data driven, interpretable and country
comparable composite indicators. Leveraging on these composite development indicators, we observe useful observations for
policy makers, such as the ability of mobile phone adoption to be able to distinguish between underdeveloped countries. Next,
we provide a new application of network filtering to find subsets of highly influential indicators based on PageRank21. Finally,
we compare the performance of our composite indicators to a random benchmark, a subset of influential indicators and PCA,
concluding that our proposed composite indicators outperform the others.
In the context of this problem, dimensionality reduction has been applied in22, where Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
was used on a set of restricted indicators relating to infrastructure to examine the direction of the causal relationship between
infrastructure capability and economic growth. The authors of23 compare the pre-set weights of the HDI to that derived from a
PCA. Hierarchical clustering has been applied to analyse clusters of countries such as in24, 25. However, in either cases either a
restricted set of indicators are used or the focus of the work is on countries, rather than the analysis and development of new
indicators themselves.
Network filtering techniques26, 27 and their related hierarchical clustering algorithms28–30 have also proved to be useful when
analysing data, with wide ranging applications from finance to biology29–31. Network filtering techniques view a similarity
matrix as a network, each node being a feature and each link having a weight with the respective non-zero correlation. Within
this framework, removing noisy entries in the correlation matrix can be translated into finding a sparse version of the similarity
network. These techniques aim to extract the backbone of the structure between generic features by enforcing sparsity in
a specific way to the particular technique. The induced sparsity of the network helps make hidden structures more visible.
One successful example of this is the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)26, 32, which imposes that the correlation matrix is a
tree that maximises the total weight of links, and has been applied in a diverse number of fields from electricity networks to
taxonomy31, 32. A generalisation which includes the possibility of loops is the Planar Maximally Filtered Graph (PMFG)27, 33,
which instead imposes a weaker constraint that the network is planar i.e. it can be embedded on a sphere without any links
crossing. Hierarchical algorithms are also highly related and aim to group features with similar properties into clusters that
organised in a hierarchical fashion in the form of a dendrogram. An example of this is the Directed Bubble Hierarchical Tree
(DBHT) algorithm that is based on the PMFG, having been used for finance30, 34 and in gene expression data29. In particular,
the DBHT algorithm has also been shown to outperform other hierarchical clustering algorithms.
This paper is organised as follows. The second section is a description of the dataset and how we amalgamate topics
together. In the third section we apply a PCA analysis to our dataset, which we use to show the difference between the structure
of the empirical correlation matrix and the preassigned topics. We then find the clustering using the DBHT algorithm in
Section 4. Developing the clustering results further to form a novel set of composite indicators in Section 5, we observe some
interesting features of our composite indicators in Section 6. For Section 7 we apply the PMFG to the empirical correlation
matrix in order to derive some influential indicators via PageRank. In Section 8 we compare the performance of our composite
indicators with a random benchmark and top indicators taken from the PageRank. Finally, we discuss the dynamic stability of
our results in Section 9 and draw some conclusions in the final section.
2 WDI Dataset
The World Development Indicator (WDI) dataset is a vast collection of various yearly development indicators for C = 218
countries (where C is the number of countries) and are taken from official, internationally recognised agencies35. Note that we
have applied the imputation scheme the distribution regularisation procedure detailed in Appendix A.1 and in Appendix A.2
respectively. We shall use a total of T = 19 years, where t = 1, ...,19 represents the years from 1998 to 2016 . The number
of indicators contained within the dataset is N = 1574, and the objectives for collecting these indicators ranges from well
known economic data such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP), education data such as the literacy rate and population health
such as infant mortality rate. Hence both the large number of indicators and the diverse range of granularity and objectives
makes this dataset a perfect candidate in order to study the relationships between different classes of indicators and to infer and
derive conclusions that hold globally. Note that we also remove highly correlated indicators through the process detailed in
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Figure 1. (Left panel) a Pie chart of the distribution of the indicators using the classification from the WDI dataset. (Right
panel) b The same but with the aggregated classification. The legend of the bottom chart indicates the names of the derived
aggregated classification of the topics of the indicators.
Appendix A since some indicators can be trivially related together e.g. percentage of population that are males and the same
but for females, which would bias the results. This reduces the number of indicators N to 1448.
2.1 Amalgamating Topics
The indicators are also divided into 94 different topics that include different classes of economic indicators such as Economic
Policy and Debts: National Accounts: Growth Rates, which measures growth rates of agriculture, industry, manufacturing and
services sectors, and Education: Participation, which measures participation rates across gender, age groups in various levels of
education. We show the distribution of all such topics using this classification in Fig. 1a. We can see that most of the groups of
indicators make up a very small fraction of the indicators, which would mean that any averaged statistic across within each
group would be subject to significant noise. To counteract this, we aggregate the topics for each classification based on their
root objective e.g. Education: Participation and Education: Efficiency are both classes of indicators relating to education and
hence we combine these two groups into one group Education, similarly Health: Nutrition and Health: Disease Prevention
are combined into Health. Applying this procedure to the entire dataset produces g = 1, ...,G = 12 different topics for the
indicators which we indicate in Fig. 1b. We can see that each topic has a larger number of indicators, which will increase the
statistical reliability of any conclusions drawn from the data.
2.2 Data Structure
We here start exploring the correlation structure across years as a measure to quantify the relationship between indicators.
We aggregate values across years in order to average out correlations that might hold only for specific periods or groups of
countries. This also helps to reduce the noise in the correlation matrix, since one-year matrices would be too shallow to reliably
obtain correlation estimates.
With this mind, we organise the data matrix X as follows. It consists of C matrices of size T ×N matrices stacked vertically,
with each cross sectional block representing the data for one specific country c and each column reporting the data for indicator
i = 1, ...,1448. For each cross section, the entries in the first row and i column are the values of the indicator i for t = 1 and the
last row are the same but for t = T . In order to discard spurious correlations in the data, we remove trends by taking the first
difference, that is for each block of data we calculate
∆X (t˜,c, i) = X (t+1,c, i)−X (t,c, i) (1)
with X (t,c, i) is the value of indicator i for country c at year t. X (t+1,c, i) is similar but with t+1. ∆X (t˜,c, i) represents the
first difference between X (t+1,c, i) and X (t,c, i), with t˜ running from 1, ...,T −1 = 18. Every ∆X (·,c, ·) has T −1 rows and
N columns. Stacking each of these vertically forms the Y = 3924×N matrix ∆X , which now contains all the differenced values
for all countries and all time steps.
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To encode the relationship between the indicators we use the empirical Pearson correlation matrix E , which can be
calculated from a zero mean, standardised ∆X as
E =
1
C(T −1) (∆X )
†∆X , (2)
where † represents the transpose. Therefore, we aim to understand the multivariate dependence between development indicators
through analysing the main driving factors of the structure of E. However, using the raw correlation matrix would be unwise due
to its large size (1448 by 1448) and noise present in the system, potentially leaving a certain amount of redundant information
in E. As mentioned earlier, we can distill the information given in E to a smaller version using dimensionality reduction, which
should also have the added benefit of making it easier to interpret the structure of E.
3 PCA analysis
Within the class of dimensionality reduction methods, PCA is a popular and easy to apply technique used on correlation matri-
ces36. This technique has been successfully applied in many diverse areas, ranging from finance37 to molecular simulation38.
PCA accomplishes the task of dimensionality reduction by taking a subset of the orthogonal basis for the correlation matrix E36.
The first principal component corresponds to the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue, providing the direction where the
data is maximally spread out i.e. explains the most variance of the system. Each subsequent principal component has a lower
eigenvalue and thus explains a lower fraction of the total variation of the system. Therefore, we can reduce the dimensionality
of the correlation matrix by taking a subset of principal components, hoping to encode most of the total variance of the data.
This subset can be chosen with the help of Random Matrix Theory (RMT)20, which studies the properties of matrices drawn
from a probability distribution. In our specific context of forming composite indicators in a data-driven way, one could then use
the chosen subset of components as a basis for composite indicators.
In this section, we apply PCA to the correlation matrix E on the dataset of Section 2, finding the distribution of its
eigenvalues, using results from RMT to help interpret it. We then analyse the contribution of each topic defined in Section 2.1
to the eigenvectors corresponding to the principal components.
3.1 Eigenvalue Spectrum
As is customary in Random Matrix Theory, we fitted the Marcˇenko-Pastur (MP) distribution39 to the eigenvalue distribution of
E to discern what part of the eigenvalue spectrum is less likely to be a product of finite-sampling noise. We found that MP does
not fit our eigenvalue distribution well, which suggests that there is structure in the whole distribution, as opposed to just its
right tail. We shuffled the data to destroy all correlations between indicators, and obtained an eigenvalue distribution that fitted
the MP near perfectly. These findings suggest that choosing only a subset of the principal components obtained by PCA is
likely to discard relevant information. In other words, this is a clue that PCA might be unsuitable to reduce dimensionality on
this dataset. For a more detailed discussion of the procedures in this subsection, we refer to Appendix B.
3.2 Eigenvector Interpretation
We investigate what the interpretation of the eigenvectors is by calculating the contribution of each of the G topics from
Section 2.1 that divide the indicators. This will reveal the structure with respect to topics of the principal components so we
can see if they are dominated by one specific topic. The analysis will also be particularly relevant for the earlier principal
components that are the main contributors to the variance of the system, which will bring to the surface any topics which are
more significantly contributing to development.
Specifically, we project the eigenvectors vi of E onto the G topics which divide the indicators that we defined in Section 2
using the projection matrix P with entries
Pig =
{
1/Ng if i is in topic g
0 else ,
where Ng is the number of indicators that are part of topic g. From this, for every we can define ρ i, which is G-dim vector with
entries ρg,i, and is computed as
ρ i = γiPvi , (3)
where γi is the normalisation constant ∑12g=1ρg,i. Each entry of ρ i gives the contribution of the g-th topic to the i-th eigenvector.
As an example, we plot ρ i for the top 6 principal components in Fig. 2. In Table 1, we report the one-sided p values of ρg for
testing against the null hypothesis that the contribution from the topic to the principal component is random using the procedure
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detailed in Appendix C. The bolded values are those below the 5% significance level where we reject the null hypothesis.
By looking at Fig. 2 and Table 1, we see that for the first principal component although other topics contribute to the largest
eigenvalue, the statistically significant contributions come from the Health and Infrastructure. Similarly for the second principal
component the Environment, Health and Gender topics make a statistically significant contribution, and for the third principal
component only the Economic related indicators make a significant contribution.
pval
’Economic’ 0.109263 0.503665 0 4.60E-07 0 0.965214
’Education’ 0.818697 0.237016 0.987429 0.05904 0.224225 6.90E-07
’Environment’ 0.447607 0.01599 0.932927 0.959271 0.689149 0.110319
’Financial’ 0.543933 0.958713 0.999491 0.646416 0 0.200756
’Gender’ 0.140525 3.68E-06 0.175278 0.07279 0.849132 0.016654
’Health’ 0 0 0.838467 0.788524 0.952838 0
’Infrastructure’ 0.043397 0.733465 0.983559 0.312448 0.854746 0.517028
’Poverty’ 0.999458 0.999486 0.999633 0.079216 0.98248 0.999533
’Private’ 0.958778 0.99881 0.999667 0.999483 0.999664 0.983491
’Public’ 0.996577 0.990442 0.999663 0.896429 0.000541 0.812393
’Social’ 0.80534 0.97684 0.999635 0.287871 0.853167 0.988461
’World’ 0.41984 0.709084 0.656062 0.697268 0.923661 0.909286
Table 1. One sided p values of the ρg defined in Eq. (3) using the 12 topics defined in Section 2.1. The values were calculated
using the procedure detailed in appendix Appendix C and the null hypothesis used is that the ρg is random. The bolded values
are the ones which are below the 5% significance level.
We have also plotted the number of times two topics are simultaneously significant across all principal components in
Fig. 3, with a darker grey indicating a higher number of times this occurs. We use a 5% p value with a Bonferroni correction
of N, giving the actual p value used to be 3.45×10−3. The black diagonal terms give the number of times a single topic is
significant across all principal components using the same p value. If the indicators could be neatly divided into topics then we
should see no interaction between them so that Fig. 3 will look almost like a diagonal matrix. In fact, we see that some of the
off diagonal elements are quite large relative to the diagonal elements e.g. Education vs Economic and Social vs Health, which
indicates that the topics are indeed interacting. We can therefore conclude from this analysis that there is not a clear, single
topic that contributes more than others and that in fact statistically significant contributions can come from different topics that
combine in different ways.
This has implications for composite indicators aiming to capture some particular aspect of development such as GCI and
HDI since it suggests that the inclusion of certain indicators which focus on other aspects of development might improve
the quality of the composite indicator. Conversely, some indicators may actually not be representative of the aim of the
composite one, which means including it would add no information with respect to the aim of the composite indicator whilst
also simultaneously increasing complexity. Overall, we can conclude that whilst the principal components indicate that the
correlations between indicators contains interesting structure, it is difficult to use PCA to form new composite indicators. This
means we must turn to other methods to achieve both of these goals.
4 Interpretation of the clustering from the DBHT
This section analyses the relationships between indicators in a data driven way where we make as little assumptions about the
structure of the data as possible. In this way, we can develop an interpretation and partition of the indicators which is consistent
with the data. In the previous section, we showed that this is not possible with PCA and by dividing indicators based on their a
priori topic given in Section 2.1.
Hierarchical clustering algorithms40, which group together data with similar properties in a hierarchical fashion, and their
associated network filtering techniques will help in this respect. This is because we can consider information from all indicators.
Once we apply the clustering algorithm on the correlation matrix, we have a natural way of accomplishing dimensionality
reduction by using one variable to describe each cluster of nodes, with the collection of clusters forming the reduced correlation
matrix. The ones associated to network filtering algorithms leverage on the topological properties of the filtered network.
We shall use the PMFG network filtering technique because it is able to retain a higher amount of information about the
system than the MST. This is because it preserves a greater number of links of the original network and in fact contains the
MST as a subgraph27. This is important for us since the MST is a tree and thus contains no loops, whereas the PMFG contains
3 and 4 cliques, and we would like to avoid discarding relevant information about the relationship between indicators. For
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Figure 2. Bar chart of the ρg defined in Eq. (3) for the top 6 principal components of E using the 12 topics of the indicators in
Section 2.1. The legend corresponds to these 12 topics.
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Figure 3. Grey scale map with the off diagonal entries giving the total number of times that the topics labelled by the
corresponding row and column are simulateneously statistically significant across all principal components. A p-value of 0.05
with a Bonferroni correction is used so that the new p-value is 0.05/N or 3.45×10−3. The diagonal entries are the number of
times a single topic is significant at the same p-value across all principal components.
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the PMFG, the associated clustering algorithm is the DBHT algorithm, which takes advantage of the 3 clique structure of
the PMFG. The main advantage of using the DBHT algorithm is that it does not need prior input into the number of clusters,
making it preferable over other clustering algorithms so that we can make a-posteriori comparison with less assumptions29, 30.
This is important for us since we want to uncover the structure of correlations between indicators, making as few assumptions
as possible on this same structure.
In this section, we investigate whether the indicators can be divided into their topics by applying the DBHT algorithm
to E in Section 4.1. Then by analysing clusters individually, we look for their dominating topics and what their possible
interpretation is in Section 4.2.
4.1 DBHT results and interpretation
We apply DBHT to E . It identifies a total of K = 102 clusters which we label k = 1, ...,K, significantly more than the G
preassigned topics, with an average cluster size of 14.2. In Fig. 4 we summarise the clustering labels obtained from DBHT and
its topic composition, with the height of the bar representing the number of indicators in each cluster Nk. Each bar is further
divided by colours which represent how many indicators belong to that particular topic. Fig. 4 shows that cluster sizes are
highly heterogeneous - the biggest cluster has 111 indicators versus the smallest with 4.
We can see that some clusters are dominated by certain topics - for example cluster 41 is dominated by economic indicators
and in particular indicators related to countries’ current account balance and external balance of trade. At the same time
however, there are also some clusters which are instead a mixture of topics but still have an interpretation based on the indicators
contained within them such as cluster 72, which contains indicator from disparate topics. A closer inspection reveals that this
cluster is made of indicators about access to electricity, railways size, primary and secondary education expenditure, health-
related indicator such as HIV incidence and hepatitis immunization, access to sanitation facilities, prevalence of underweight
children, number of women who justify a husband’s beatings, and the Gini index. All these measurements can be easily used to
characterize underdeveloped countries41–47
Another interesting fact that we can observe from the data is that the cluster 5 contains very important economic indicators
such as GDP per capita, value added contributions of agriculture, industry, manufacturing, services and trade, and also
imports/exports of goods and services as a fraction of GDP. This same cluster also contains indicators directly related to
measuring the innovation output of a country such as patent, trademark and industrial design applications, suggesting that
innovation is an important factor in economic development. We can interpret this by realising that innovation led growth
increases productivity through the accumulation of knowledge obtained via education, new products or better processes11, 48.
Many other interesting clusters are found, such as number 11, which seems to relate to underdevelopement with it contents
relating to life expectancy, foreign aid, drinking water availability, fertility rate, and percentage of women married before
the age of 18. Cluster 21 puts together CO2 emissions, alternative and nuclear energy, combustible renewables and waste,
hydroelectric sources prevalence and power distribution losses. Cluster 101 describes the distress status of a country’s debt,
including indecators about how much of it has been rescheduled or forgiven.
4.2 Similarity of the DBHT clustering with the topics
Once we have established that each of the clusters has an economic meaning, we quantify how much the clustering outputted
by the DBHT in Fig. 4 is similar to the clustering based on topics. Therefore, we will be able to see overall how close the two
divisions of topics are in a quantitative way. We do so using the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI), which is 1 if there is a perfect
agreement, −1 if there is an anti-agreement and 0 if there is no agreement49. It has been successfully used in30. Computing the
ARI to compare the output of the DBHT algorithm and the topics distribution, we find that this value is 0.0456 i.e. quite close
to 0, which corroborates our previous conclusion that overall the clustering of the data is not in general linked to that based on
topics.
The analysis can also be made at local level by seeing if any topics have a significant presence in each cluster. In this way, it
allows us to also to see locally if more than one topic might be present in each cluster, which is important since whilst on a
global level there may not be much similarity . Practically, this is achieved by using the procedure proposed in50. Specifically,
we test statistically, using a one sided test, the null hypothesis that a cluster k from the DBHT and the g-th topic have m common
elements is random. Under the null hypothesis, this distribution is hyper geometric. If the null hypothesis is rejected, it means
that statistically we say that the g-th topic is overexpressed in cluster k. We apply this procedure to each of the DBHT clusters
and topics using the p value of 8.17×10−6 (which is 0.01 with a Bonferoni correction51 of 1/2KG), recording the number
of overexpressed topics in each cluster. The plot of this calculation’s results is found in Fig. 5. We see that whilst a majority
of clusters have one or two topics overexpressed, there are a total of 49 clusters which have no overexpressed topics. These
particular clusters of indicators still have an economic meaning. For example, cluster 32 contains indicators relating to tertiary
education such as pupil to teacher ratio in tertiary education and completed education at a tertiary level, which belong the
education topic. However, it also contains indicators such as scientific and technical journal articles, which is classed as relating
to infrastructure. These indicators may be linked e.g. because scientific articles are usually always published by authors with at
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Figure 4. The cluster label k versus the number of indicators in each cluster Nk. Each bar is divided into the number of
indicators in cluster k which belong to each topic, with each colour corresponding to each topic according to the key on the
right.
least a tertiary level education. This confirms our conclusions that overall at a system wide and local level, the clustering of
the data does not reflect the information given by the topics, suggesting that indicators do not necessarily correlate with other
indicators of the same type.
5 Deriving new composite development indicators from DBHT
In the previous section we showed that the distribution of topics amongst the indicators is not an accurate description of the
data and may miss key information about the relationship between different classes of indicators. This means that composite
indicators based on this premise such as the HDI or the WEF-GCI infrastructure pillar may not be the best way of combining
indicators. We want to propose a new set of data driven composite development indicators which can encapsulate this new
information based on the results given in Section 4.1. In doing so, we would overcome traditional problems faced when
forming composite development indicators, mainly on how and which indicators we should aggregate. This section is dedicated
to describing a way of using the results in section Section 4 to derive a novel set of cluster driven composite development
indicators.
To define each composite indicator we shall use the set of clusters from DBHT given in Section 4.1. It provides a natural
way to select the indicators to combine for our composite indicators since each cluster contains indicators which share similar
properties, and also has an economic interpretation as highlighted in section Section 4. Hence, aggregating information for
indicators which are members of the same cluster enables us to simply and efficiently summarise the economic information
contained within them. Condensing the complimentary insight offered by indicators in the same cluster also overcomes the
need to make ’educated’ assumptions about which indicators are to be combined that other alternative composite indicators
often use14. In this way, we can more clearly see the overall behaviour of each set of indicators in cluster k by using the
corresponding composite indicator value as a proxy. DBHT also is significantly advantageous in this respect since it requires no
prior input of the number clusters (and thus number of composite indicators) needed to describe the properties of the data)29, 30.
5.1 Method used to calculate the composite indicators
Here, we shall define the method used to calculate the new composite development indicators based on the results of Section 4.1.
In the k composite indicator we want to capture the average behaviour of all indicators in that cluster. Therefore, we aggregate
the indicators in cluster k by using the median value across all indicators within this cluster. This forms composite indicator k,
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Figure 5. The number of overexpressed topics, where a topic is overexpressed when the chance of the number of indicators of
that topic being present in cluster k (for more details see Section 4.2) is below a p-value of 8.17×10−6.
Ik, defined as
Ik = mediani∈cluster kX , (4)
where the notation i ∈ cluster k indicates that we only take indicators i that are members of cluster k. An advantage of using the
median over the arithmetic mean or even a weighted mean is that the median is more robust to outliers. The median is a valid
measure across the different indicators because the entries of X are also standardised, meaning that their scales are all the same.
We highlight that we have chosen to use the median for every k since this provides us with a consistent methodology so that the
precise details of how Ik is calculated do not change for every k. This improves some existing methods used in the literature
where for example the same indicator may be calculated in different ways for different regions18 meaning that we can make
valid comparisons between indicators. We use this method to calculate the set of Ik, giving 102 indicators in total and call this
set of cluster driven composite indicators (CDCIs).
6 Using the CDCIs to understand country development
One of the main uses of indicators is to track the country development of a country to assess its progress. This is important
since it gives an idea of what has been achieved in terms of country development and where to focus policy changes to affect
country development positively. One can also use indicators to compare countries either pair wise or globally. On the last point,
CDCIs can be useful because the methodology used to compute them is not reliant on subjective, country dependent criteria,
which means we can make fair comparisons between different values of the CDCIs for different countries at different times. By
comparing the CDCIs with each other for all countries, we can therefore investigate whether they can be used to assess the
development of a country.
In Fig. 6, we provide some examples of comparisons between different indicators. Overall, we remark that all the plots
have a ’hockey-stick’ shape. We can specifically see for the plots in the top two panels the vertical leg of the hockey-stick shape
is made of developing countries, whilst the horizontal leg, indicating a saturation effect, is made of developed countries. This is
interesting since it suggests a country level transition from a group consisting of developing nations to one with developed
nations. In fact, this further supports the so called two regime hypothesis22, 52, where countries below a barrier struggle to
develop consistently, which corresponds to nations in the vertical leg of hockey-stick shape. Countries that overcome this
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barrier have or are experiencing high growth in development, which are represented by the horizontal leg of the hockey-stick
shape. This transition can clearly be observed to be consistent across time from the bottom panel comparing I6 and I72 and I73
and I72, with the years 1998 and 2016 overlayed.
As a consequence of the consistency of the observed hockey-stick shape, we can make interesting observations regarding
the particular pair of CDCIs being plotted. Specifically in the top panel of Fig. 6, we plot I34 against I49, where the former
represents those who have use mobile and banking services and the latter come from primary school statistics, a key signature of
development53. We see here that it seems that the vertical leg access to mobile phone technology can, for developing countries,
characterise their development. Past a certain point however, the concavity changes, suggesting that access to mobile phones
becomes less able to distinguish between countries’ development. In this region, we have already remarked that they are mostly
developed nations, who have a saturation in mobile phone access due to their higher average income. Likewise, we see in the
middle panel, which corresponds to I8 (secondary school enrollment) and I72 (recalling from Section 4.1 that this represents
underdevelopment), that secondary school enrollment can initially also be used to characterise development. However after a
certain level of development, secondary school enrollment saturates in these developed countries, meaning it can no longer be
used in this way.
However, not all relationships between certain CDCIs are hockey-stick shaped. Indeed, we can see this from Fig. 7 which
plots I18 vs I72 for 1998 on the left and 2016 on the right in the top panel and the same but for I20 vs I72 in the bottom panel.
For the top panel, I18 is a CDCI that represents natural resource abundance, whilst again we recall from Section 4.1 that I72
corresponds to underdevelopment. We notice from the plots in the top panel that most of the countries with higher abundance
of natural resources are underdeveloped countries. This reminds of the so called ’resource curse’54, where resource-rich nations
with inefficient governments are often underdeveloped.
Additionally in the bottom panel of Fig. 7, we plot I20 vs I72. I20 corresponds to the amount of flow of foreign direct
investment (FDI). Interestingly, we can observe an intriguing relationship between underdevelopment and FDI in the plots. All
underdeveloped nations tend to have low FDI, which can be interpreted as being perceived with a low investment potential
by foreign investors. However, countries which are not underdeveloped may have both high or low FDI, for example Poland,
Kuwait and Uzbekistan are all more highly developed countries that have a low FDI. Attractiveness to foreign investments is
not directly correlated to a country’s level of developement.
7 Deriving influential indicators by using PMFG
One can imagine that there could be nodes that are very important to the structure of the correlation network than others,
implying that these same nodes could be highly influential in the analysis of the development of countries. This would be very
interesting for our purposes since they could provide a direct way to form a reliable reduced set of development indicators that
would automatically overcome any problems associated with calculating composite versions. More specifically, one could take
a subset of the top most influential indicators since these indicators’ influence have an aggregate, over-arching influence on all
other indicators, and thus the structure of interactions in the system.
In this section we shall apply the PMFG to E and identify system wide important indicators. For this purpose, information
filtering is useful because it neatly transfers the problem of identifying influential indicators as finding a ranking of important
nodes in the network, for which there exist several so called network centrality measures. We choose to use PageRank21, which
has proven successful in ranking scientists and webpages21, 55, to identify the most system wide influential indicators that affect
the network. In PageRank, we rank nodes of networks on their importance based on the probability of a random walker landing
on a particular node21 with higher values indicating that the node has more importance.
We find the PMFG of E . The output network of this visualisation can be seen in Appendix D. Then we apply PageRank to
the PMFG of E , displaying an example of the top 9 indicators in Table 2.
7.1 Interpretation of the PageRank identified indicators
From Table 2 we observe that there are some indicators which we would expect to be in this ranking: for example GDP
measures the value of goods and services an economy produces, and is widely used as a primary development indicator56.
Central government debt has also been linked to economic development since high levels of debt can drag growth rates down57.
However, it is interesting to see that mobile cellular subscriptions to be the top ranking indicator, especially considering
our comments in Section 6 that mobile banking can be used to track the development of countries. This is an interesting
result since there are many papers in computational socioeconomics which use mobile data as metric of an average citizen’s
socioeconomic status due to vast information it can encode58–62. In fact, it has been shown for example that mobile data is
correlated with household expenditure58 and poverty63, and reveal gender inequality60. This may be because having a mobile
cellular subscription requires a number of milestones in the development of a country e.g. a healthy enough population to make
use of them, the education to know how to use them, the relevant infrastructure such as phone masts that can reach all parts of
the population.
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Figure 6. Comparison between different CDCIs. (Top panel) I34 vs I49 for 1998 on the left and 2016 on the right. (Middle
panel) The same but with I8 vs I72. (Bottom panel) On the left we have I6 vs I72 for 1998 in orange and 2016 in blue. On the
right is the same but for I73 vs I72.
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Figure 7. (Top panel) I18 vs I72 for 1998 on the left and 2016 on the right. (Bottom panel) The same, but for I20 vs I72.
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We have also investigated whether particular topics are overexpressed within the top 102 (chosen because this is the number
of clusters identified by the DBHT) PageRank indicators by applying the same hypothesis test used to produce Fig. 5. We find
that no topic is overexpressed within this subset of indicators, which again corroborates our conclusion that no single topic is
more influential than the other.
pagerank names
0.006764 Mobile cellular subscriptions
0.004666 Share of tariff lines with specific rates, manufactured products (%)
0.003717 Children in employment, wage workers, male (% of male children in employment, ages 7-14)
0.003706 Unemployment, male (% of male labor force) (national estimate)
0.003129 Mobile cellular subscriptions (per 100 people)
0.002939 Central government debt, total (% of GDP)
0.00276 Share of youth not in education, employment or training, female (% of female youth population)
0.002686 Population ages 30-34, female (% of female population)
0.002553 GDP (current US$)
Table 2. The names of the top 9 influential indicators based on PageRank in the second column and their actual PageRank
values in the first column.
8 Performance comparison
If we reduce all of the indicators in the dataset to the composite ones, we have boiled down the structure of the correlations
between indicators to more essential constituents. Therefore, when the set of composite indicators are taken together, they
should still be a faithful representation of the original E since they are main driving factors behind the structure of correlations.
We can use this principle to evaluate the performance of the CDCIs against any alternatives. This section is dedicated to
comparing the performance of the CDCIs derived in Section 5 against some alternatives.
For this purpose we propose, as a first approximation, that each indicator can be written as a linear factor model64 of
composite indicators. The general linear model is
X i =
K
∑
k=1
βik I˜k + εi , (5)
where X i is the ith indicator i.e. the ith column X . I˜k is the k-th composite indicator of either the CDCIs or the other alternative
schemes of composite indicators. βik is the loading of i for indicator k, which measures the sensitivity of X i to changes in I˜k.
Finally, εi are white noise terms. Eq. (5) is an appropriate approximation to use since firstly, we are using the linear correlation
matrix, which means it is intimately related to linear factor models. Note we also have that the number of composite indicators
in each of the alternatives used in our comparison must be the same as the number of CDCIs K. This is because the size of the
indicator set will inevitably affect its ability to describe the correlations, so fair comparison must involve fixing the number of
indicators used. We then use elastic net regression (for details see Supplementary Information Appendix E), which is able to
take into consideration the potential correlation between composite indicators, to find βik and βik′ for every i. The performance
can then be evaluated on the basis of the error between the linear model and the real indicator values. For this, we define the
usual mean squared error of the regression as
MSE =
N
∑
i=1
(
X (predict)i −X i
)2
, (6)
where X (predict)i are the predicted values of X i using the βik from the elastic regression. The final metric we use the evaluate the
performance of the cluster driven composite indicators is
ERR =
MSECDCIs
MSEalt
, (7)
where ERR is called the error reduction ratio, MSECDCIs is the MSE calculated in Eq. (6) for the CDCIs. Similarly, MSEalt is
the same but for any of the alternative schemes of composite indicators used as a comparison. If ERR is below 1 (above 1) then
this means that the CDCIs perform better (worse). Also note that of course ERR is bounded below by 0.
The choice of alternative schemes of composite indicator, is as follows. We take the top K PageRank indicators that were
identified in Section 7.1. We choose these particular schemes since they offer the best feasible alternative in forming a basis of
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Figure 8. (Left) a is a heat map of the ARI computed between the DBHT clusterings of indicators for each pair of 16 rolling
time windows of length 4, with a shift of 1 year. (Right) b is the heat map of the ARI computed between the DBHT clusterings
of the CDCIs, using the same parameters for the rolling window as a. The colour legend for both plots is on the right.
composite indicators that have the most influence on correlations system wide. A fourth comparison is also made by randomly
selecting 102 indicators from the columns of X that provides a benchmark of the performance of the other composite indicator
schemes since a set of randomly selected indicators should not be able to reliably incorporate anything from the real correlation
network.
We carry out the elastic regression and compute ERR for all alternative schemes of indicators used. For the random
benchmark, we repeat and average the results for 100 different random subsets of indicators. The results are shown in Table 3.
We see that in both cases ERR is much less than 1, indicating that the CDCIs are able to outperform the random benchmark and
the PageRank alternative. We can therefore conclude that the CDCIs are more effective at reducing the dimensionality of the
dataset the random benchmark and the PageRank alternative.
random PageRank
0.66 0.71
Table 3. In the first column, the ERR calculated using Eq. (7) for the benchmark using 102 random subsets of indicators,
which is repeated 100 times. The second column is the same but instead using 102 of the most influential indicators, assessed
via PageRank.
9 Dynamical Analysis
Since in the analysis so far we have used the static correlation matrix computed over the whole time period, we should also
investigate the dynamic stability of the clusters. We start by splitting the whole time period into 16 rolling time window of
length 4, with a time shift of 1 year. For each time window w = 1, ...,16, we calculate the corresponding correlation matrix
E w and its DBHT clustering. The similarity between each pair of time windows w and w′ is then measured by calculating the
ARI between their respective DBHT clusterings. The results are shown in the heat map of Fig. 8a. We can see that overall the
DBHT clusterings display a high similarity with each other, with a median ARI value of 0.376, which is high considering that
the static clustering does not reflect the topics as argued through the ARI computed in Section 4.2.
We also used the same procedure and parameters to investigate the dynamic stability of the relationship between CDCIs
(except using the correlation matrix and DBHT clustering between the CDCIs). A heat map of the results can be seen in Fig. 8b.
Again, we see that overall there is a high likeness between the clusterings of the CDCIs in each time window. In fact, the
median ARI is even higher at 0.683. Interestingly, we see that starting from the window covering 2005 to 2009, which is the
year corresponding to the financial crisis, there is a markedly higher similarity between the clusterings of the CDCIs. This
could be explored further.
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10 Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated whether the collection of development indicators given by the WDI database can be divided
using their fundamental topic description. Leveraging on PCA and a novel application of information filtering and hierarchical
clustering techniques, we showed that the structure of the topics does not mirror the actual structure between the indicators.
This suggests that composite development indicators that are aggregated from restricted sets may ignore key information.
Instead, we propose a new set of cluster driven composite development indicators that overcomes these problems. They are
objective, data driven, interpretable and are able to make valid comparisons between countries. We have used the composite
indicators and some highly influential PageRank indicators to give new insights into the development of countries. Some of
these may support decisions for policy makers. Lastly, we showed that our proposed composite indicators can outperform
schemes of indicators based on a random benchmark and PageRank.
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A Cleaning procedure
A.1 Imputation
The WDI dataset suffers from high levels of missing data. We solved this problem with a combination of removal and imputation
of datapoints. For starters, the amount of missing data decreases in time, as can be seen in Fig. 9. We decided to use the last 20
years of data, which have the least amount of missing datapoints in the dataset, so to not have to deal with missingness values
above 50%.
We considered the possible bias of the dataset due to the fact that data is not missing at random. In fact, it can be seen from
Fig. 10 that the amount of missing data a country has is correlated, sometimes strongly, with the values of some of its indicators.
It seems that the dataset is biased towards industrialized and more developed countries. While this might cause problems when
one tries to make predictions out of the data, we believe the results about the existence of a correlation structure in the data are
affected little by this.
The remaining data still has a high amount of missingness. We therefore proceded to impute it. We tested several algorithms
on the dataset, readily available from the Fancyimpute python package65. They cover mostly matrix factorization approaches
to imputation: SoftImpute66, IterativeSVD67 and MatrixFactorization65 are all based on this principle. SimpleFill consists
in replacing missing entries with the median, and KNN is K-Nearest Neighbours68. In Table 4 we report the Mean Average
Error (MAE) and Mean Square Error (MSE) for the techniques adopted (obtained by holding out 0.5% of the data to test the
quality of the results). Interestingly, the best performing technique is K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN). This is in line with the
result of69, which predicts GDP change over time for a country by averaging the past GDP changes of similar countries, where
similarity is measured as an euclidean distance on a space defined by two macroeconomic indicators. This agreement might
point to the fact that the most reliable way to model a country is by its similarity to similar countries already observed. The only
metaparameter for the KNN algorithm (D, the number of neighbours to average) has been chosen by means of grid searching
on logarithmically separated values of D and testing on a holdout set of size 0.5%. Table 5 shows that the best value for D is
either 2 or 4, depending on whether one minimizes MAE or MSE. We chose the average, D = 3. We have checked that the
results do not change qualitatively if D = 2 or D = 4 is chosen.
A.2 Distribution regularisation
Another characteristic of the WDI dataset is the heterogeneity of the value distributions across different indicators. For example,
many indicators are percentages, and as such are bounded between the values 0 and 100. Long-tailed distributions are very
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Figure 9. Missing data percentage per year, all years (1963-2017), all countries.
imputer MAE MSE
KNN 0.032636 0.088496
SoftImpute 0.061094 0.112322
IterativeSVD 0.112888 0.181256
MatrixFactorization 0.130820 0.200824
SimpleFill 0.238268 0.321349
Table 4. The Mean Average Error (MAE) and Mean Square Error (MSE) in the second and third columns for the different
imputation schemes in the first column.
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Figure 10. Correlation between percentage of missing points for a country and the value of an indicator, all years
(1963-2017), all countries.
D MAE MSE
1 0.033483 0.102603
2 0.030785 0.091696
3 0.031161 0.090172
4 0.031588 0.087745
5 0.032636 0.088496
6 0.033698 0.089346
8 0.036122 0.091546
11 0.039479 0.094866
14 0.042721 0.097449
18 0.046539 0.100678
23 0.050710 0.104088
29 0.055189 0.108290
37 0.060167 0.113266
48 0.065573 0.119146
61 0.070659 0.124860
78 0.075911 0.131326
100 0.081211 0.137930
Table 5. Mean Average Error (MAE) (second column) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) (last column) when varying the
number of neighbours to average D of the KNN algorithm (first column) using a 0.5% holdout set size.
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common, as well as some that might remind Gaussian distributions. A sample of these distributions can be seen in Fig. 11.
We applied mathematical transformations to some of the indicators, in order to change their distribution and have a more
homogeneous and tractable dataset.
We applied one of three possible transformations to each indicator. The first possibility is the identity function, i.e. we left
the values unchanged. The second consists in taking the base-10 logarithm of the modulus of each indicator’s value. The third
is the bisymmetric log transformation70.
logbisymmetricb(x) = sign(x)∗ logb(1+ |x|) (8)
Given the high number of indicators and the need to avoid arbitrary decisions, the decision of what transformations to apply
to each indicator has been made through an algorithm. To understand the criteria used, we will introduce first the definition of
span of a set of numbers X . We define span as:
span(X) = maxx∈X (log10(|x|))−minx∈X (log10(|x|)) (9)
In order to decide what transformation to apply to each indicator, we consider the set of all values for that indicator found in
the dataset, X . We then define two quantities. The first we will call in-span, which is the span for the subset of values x found
in X such that −1 < x < 1. The second is the out-span, i.e. the span for all values of X that are outside the [−1,1] interval:
inspan(X) = span(x|x ∈ (X ∩ (−1,1))
outspan(X) = span(x|x ∈ X \ [−1,1]))
Then, the algorithm for assigning the transformation is this:
Result: What kind of transformation to apply to the indicator.
given a set of numbers X ;
compute bothsigns(X) = whether X contains both numbers > 0 and < 0;
compute haszeros(X) = whether X contains the value 0;
compute inspan(X), outspan(X);
if outspan(X)> 2 then
if inspan(X)> 2 then
if not haszero(X) and not bothsigns(X) then
apply log10(|X |);
else
apply identity(X);
end
else
apply logbisymmetric10(X);
end
else
apply identity(X);
end
Algorithm 1: The algorithm used to choose which transformation to apply to each individual indicator, given the set of values
X from its empirical distribution
The rationale behind this algorithm is that frequently the values in X span a large number of orders of magnitude, and in
this case we want to transform them so that their distribution is easier to manage with linear techniques such as PCA or factor
models. If the numbers are all of the same sign and there is no zero in X, one can directly take the logarithm; otherwise we
apply the log-bisymmetric transformation, which has no singularity on the zero and is defined for negative numbers.
After transforming the dataset with this algorithm, we z-score each indicator individually, so to set the mean to zero and the
standard deviation to one. A sample of the results of this procedure can be seen in Fig. 11.
B Eigenvalue Spectrum
Firstly, we should only extract components of E that describe relevant interactions between indicators. The question then arises
about how many principal components we keep36. This directly controls the size of the reduced correlation matrix - which we
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Figure 11. Examples of the transformations applied to indicators and how they transform their distribution.
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would like to be as small as possible - versus the fraction of the total variance of the indicator system that the reduced matrix
can explain. It would also help us in identifying what economic indicators are responsible in driving the indicator system by
analysing which are the main contributing indicators to the top eigenvalues.
The eigenvalues, however, could also be affected by noise from taking a finite sample37. We should therefore first study the
empirical distribution of the eigenvalues, identifying those eigenvalues which are just noise and discarding them. To identify
noisy eigenvalues, we will need a null distribution, produced from a Gaussian white noise process. The answer is provided by
the well-known Marcˇenko-Pastur (MP) distribution39, given by
p(λ ) =
1
2piqσ2
√
(λ+−λ )(λ −λ−)
λ
, (10)
where p(λ ) is the probability density of eigenvalues having support in λ− < λ < λ+. The edge points λ± = σ
(
1±√q)2,
q = N/Y and σ is the standard deviation over all indicators. If we compare the distribution in Eq. (10) to the empirical
eigenvalue distribution of E, we will be able to see how many components are indistinguishable from noise, often called the
’bulk’ eigenvalues. These are then discarded. In practice, this is achieved by fitting Eq. Eq. (10) to the eigenvalues of E, with q
and σ acting as free parameters. The results are shown in Fig. 12a which compares the empirical histogram of eigenvalues of
E and the best fit MP distribution in red, giving 216 components beyond the upper limit of the MP distribution. Whilst this
number appears large, it still means that we can reduce the size of the correlation matrix by 85% before we start to include
components which statistically can be seen as noise. Further methods can be used to reduce the number of components further
e.g. cross validation or cumulative variance36, and also71.
However, by comparing the best fit MP distribution for our dataset in red in Fig. 12a we see that in fact there seems to be a
noticeable deviation of the bulk eigenvalues from the MP distribution, so we can infer that the MP distribution may not be
suitable in identifying noisy eigenvalues. We also notice that the best value of q is noticeably different than the theoretical value
for this dataset of 0.35 indicating a significant difference in the predicted properties of the bulk using Eq. (10). Indeed, the use
of the MP distribution in this respect has been questioned more recently72–74 for financial data at least. Moreover, it would also
indicate that there could actually be some structure hidden within the bulk eigenvalues. We test this by shuffling our differenced
indicator data, recalculating the correlation matrix and again finding the best MP fit to the eigenvalue distribution of this new
correlation matrix. In doing so, we destroy the correlations between indicators, therefore testing whether these are the cause of
the differences seen in the bulk in Fig. 12a. The results are reported in Fig. 12b, where the histogram of the eigenvalues coming
from the new correlation matrix is in blue bars and the best MP fit for this given in red. We can clearly see an almost perfect fit
in this case of the MP fit and q much closer to theoretical value which Eq. (10) predicts, which suggests that indeed the earlier
bulk eigenvalues are a result of non-trivial strucutre within E, and are not just random fluctuations in the data. Overall, these
two results together suggest that there is no natural way to a select a subset of principal components without loosing non-trivial
information, which may make PCA an unsuitable method of dimensionality reduction for this dataset.
Nevertheless, as the inset plot in Fig. 12a shows, there are some eigenvalues whose magnitude is 2 times greater than that
of some of the smaller eigenvalues e.g. the first principal component has an eigenvalue of 94. These eigenvalues from the
perspective of PCA are the most important eigenvalues since they make the biggest contributions to the overall variance of the
system. They are also well separated from the bulk, which means that they are less affected by noise and will have a clearer,
more discernible interpretation20.
C Procedure for calculating the p-values of ρg
Here we detail the procedure used to calculate the p-values used to produce Table 1. Under the null hypothesis that ρ i is
random, the entries of ∆X will be i.i.d normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation of 1. We can therefore use the
exact same definition given in Eq. (3) but with a randomly generated ∆X to produce an instance of ρ i under the null hypothesis.
One can then estimate the empirical cumulative distribution function75 of each entry ρi,g by repeating this process many times
and aggregating the results with the same g. For Table 1, we repeat the process 1000 times.
D PMFG network
Here, we report the visualisation of the PMFG network computed on E in fig. Fig. 13. From the PMFG, we can observe that
there a few hubs of nodes which are connected to other less connected nodes, which is consistent with the observations from
other complex networks in different contexts.
E Elastic net regression
Elastic net regression is used to find the values of βik from Eq. (5). Further details of the use of this method is provided in
this appendix. Elastic net regression76 is a hybrid version of ridge regularisation and lasso regression, thus providing a way of
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(a) Original
(b) Shuffled
Figure 12. (Top) a is the histogram of the empirical eigenvalue distribution for E in blue bars, with the best MP fit in red. The
best MP fit has values q = 0.59±0.025 and σ = 0.71±0.006. The inset plot are the top 100 eigenvalues. (Bottom) b is the
histogram of the eigenvalue distribution but of the correlation matrix when we shuffle the data. The corresponding MP fit is
also given in red, for which q = 0.34±0.027 and σ = 1.00±0.017.
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Figure 13. The PMFG of E, with the colour of each node representing cluster membership according the DBHT algorithm.
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dealing with correlated explanatory variables (in our case Ik(t) and Ik′(t)) and also performing feature selection, which takes
into account non-interacting clusters Ik′(t) that ridge regularisation would ignore. Elastic net regression solves the constrained
minimisation problem
min
β i
1
Y
Y
∑
y=1
(
∆X (y, i)− I†β i
)2
+λPa(β i) , (11)
where β i is the vector of loadings given by (βi1,βi2, . . . ,βiK)†, I is the matrix consisting of columns (I1(t), I2(t), . . . , IK and λ
and a are hyperparameters. Pa(β i) is defined as
Pa(β i) =
K
∑
k=1
(
(1−a)β
2
ik
2
+a|βik|
)
. (12)
The first term in the sum of Eq. (12) is the L2 penalty for the ridge regularisation and the second term in the sum is the L1
penalty for the lasso regression. Hence if a = 0 then elastic net reduces to ridge regression and if a = 1 then elastic net becomes
lasso, with a value between the two controlling the extent which one is preferred to the other. The determination of the a
hyperparameter, controlling the extent of lasso vs ridge, and λ , for the ridge, is done using 10 cross validated fits76, picking the
pair of (a,λ ) that give the minimum prediction error.
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